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Career development support

Career development programmes

We offer targeted support at different career stages and free events and 
resources for all.

Programmes:

• INSPIRE

• Mentoring

• SUSTAIN

• FLIER

• PILLAR & HIVE

Events:

• CATAC

• Career development 
events

Resources:

• COVID-19 career support 
space

• Learning hub
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The developmental mentoring model

Quick overview

“A process empowering you to take charge of your own 
development” – Alexis Hutson, our mentoring facilitator 

Read more

Read more

Read more
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Our mentees

The Academy believes that as a researcher develops and transitions to 
independence, support and guidance should be provided by a mentor from 
outside their host organisation, to avoid vested interests and provide an 
independent and fresh outlook.

Current eligibility criteria:
• AMS Newton International Fellowship and AMS Professorship awardees, 

SUSTAIN and FLIER leadership programme participants
• AMS Starter Grants for Clinical Lecturers applicants and 

Springboard applicants 
• Clinician Scientist Fellows 
• Diabetes UK funded Harry Keen and RD Lawrence fellows
• Medical Research Council funded Career Development Award holders, 

Skills Development fellows, New Investigator Research Grant and 
Programme Leader Track positions, and Senior Clinical and Non-Clinical 
fellowships

• Medical Research Foundation funded fellows and Emerging Leaders Prize 
Winners

• NC3Rs funded Training fellows

Our mentors

Academy Fellows are elected based on exceptional contributions to the 
medical sciences, either in the form of original discovery or of sustained 
contributions to scholarship. 

Our Fellows are drawn primarily from biomedical science and academic 
medicine, but also from veterinary science, dentistry, laboratory science, 
medical and nursing care and other professions allied to medical science.

Fellows can complete a mentor profile to give mentees more information 
on their career so far and approach to mentoring. They can opt out of the 
mentor pool if they are unable to take on any new mentees at the time.

1,356 Academy 
Fellows

The matching process

Mentor profiles

Shortlist

Paired


Nomination

Enquiry form
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What is expected of our mentees?

• Be clear on your goal(s) for 
the mentoring relationship

• Complete the enquiry form 
and nominate three choices

• Avoid conflicts of interest

• Arrange meetings with your 
mentor once paired

• Attend our training events 

• Let us know if your 
relationship doesn’t progress

Hints and tips: setting up the relationship

“It's a pleasure having an opportunity to chat with an experienced academic 
who is not directly related to my research or my institute.” – Academy 
mentee 

Mentees – choose an independent mentor

Mentees – know your (initial) goal for the relationship

Mentees – make contact in good time once paired

Mentors – be clear on how much time you can dedicate

This may change during the relationship, but having something clear at the start 
when you approach a mentor can help set the direction of initial conversations.

Unfortunately, some of our Academy mentors never hear from their mentee once 
paired – a missed opportunity for an early-career researcher to get support!

Similarly, some of our Academy mentees never hear back from their mentor, in this 
instance it would have been easier for the mentor to decline the request.

Hints and tips: once you’re meeting

“I think the contracting at the start makes a positive difference - we both 
know the rules of engagement.” – Academy mentor 

Both – set up and review a structure for your relationship

Mentors – practice active listening during meetings

Mentors – ask good questions during meetings

Mentees – stay in the driving seat between meetings

“The quality of your attention determines the quality of other peoples’ 
thinking.” – Nancy Kline

See our PDF resource on ‘Questions’ for examples, you can also try using the ‘OSCAR 
model’ resource to structure meetings.

While it is the mentors role to guide the conversation during the meeting, you should 
be following up with any actions and reflections between meetings, as well as setting 
the next date.
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All our free resources

11 PDF downloads (fourth tab of our mentoring page)

All our free resources

YouTube playlist with 5 hours of content from our expert facilitator 
Alexis Hutson

How can the Academy support you?

• Complete an enquiry form to 
start the pairing process if you 
are eligible to join our 
mentoring programme

• Use our free mentoring 
resources and videos for any 
mentoring relationships

• Sign up for our newsletter to 
hear about upcoming 
opportunities

• Attend our free events

Contact us: programmes@acmedsci.ac.uk 
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